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The Ararat is a free standing volcano of at least 15,000 feet height and due to the author's estimation

the nicest panorama mountain of the earth. Today it is located in the east of the Turkish country.

Picture Origin: Photographer: Ali Mohammed, Shooting Place: Idre near Ararat

Shooting Time: morning (estimated from the shadow lines)

The southern flank of Ararat can be seen, as to be expected from the Bible report, too.

The southern flank is the longest and most flat slope of Ararat,

which all humans and animals needed to wander down.

The perspective can be measured by a ruler on the printed photograph, and then be calculated due to

the rule of three into distance. The mistake of this estimation is about 10 %.

In about 15,000 feet height above the valey plain can be seen at the left hand side a horizontal line,

which represents the landing strip for Noah's ark. It is at least 6,000 feet long and is positioned at

about  13,800 feet  height  above sea  level,  this  is  about  3,600 feet  higher  than the place,  where

Frozen Franz has been found, which also is positioned within the perpetual ice at a watershed,

where the glacier neither moves nor is crushing anything. It is sure since the saving of Frozen Franz

on September 20th, 1989, that Noah's ark has been preserved extremely well in the deep-freeze of

Ararat's glacier. Already years before a microbiologist has ordered from the author a piece of dung

from the ark, if there would be an inspection one day. After the landing on Ararat, Noah and his
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family had totally no time or power to shovel the whole dung of all animals and humans, which had

gathered during a year, out of the lower part of the ship – what would had been the good of that?

Because of hydromechanical reasons, Noah's ark is positioned at a watershed, because during the

landing about the same amounts of water needed to flow away into all 4 quarters of the heaven. God

has driven high the volcano Ararat in millimetre precision under the ship without inflaming the ark.

The reason is the fact, that water is cooling extremely well and solidified lava is isolating extremely

well. If lava of about 1850 °F directly is contacting sea water (usually 40 °F and high hydrostatic

pressure), then abruptly results a perfectly compact casting lava, which by geophysicists is called as

pillow  lava and  understood  technically  to  be  submarine  pressure  casting.  Only  at  low  water

pressure, or water depth respectively, the direct contact of water and lava yields steam on the whole,

which better is named as a vapour cloud.

The stopping of the ship at the end of the landing is the most exciting task, because thereby the

water must flow away equally to possibly 4 directions. 1 cubic metre of water weights a metric ton,

therefore the most little transverse streams or pressure reflections would wash the stranded ship

immediately back again into the sea and then with falling water level principally away from the

mountain. Therefore Noah's ark is positioned at the left hand (western) end of the landing strip.

There even a small hill on the landing strip is recognizable, which is fulfilling the demands to a

possible landing. For physicists by this is reckoned up, that a living God exists, who has ordered to

ascend the Ararat at this very location out of the roaring sea at the end of the great flood. On this

day the streams were so big, that the whole Grand Canyon in America has been washed out.

The  ark  came  from  Mount  Everest,  where  1996  has  been  checked,  whether  Noah  had  left  a

commemorative  tablet  to  the  water  depth  being  mentioned  in  Genesis 7:20.  And  for  avoiding

quarrels on the correct philosophy at all oxygen deficiency due to these contexts, at the summit

stand of Mount Everest  flutter  Tibetian prayer  flags,  which at  least  contain the great  Om mani

padme hum.

The flight Everest – Ararat due to the Bible statements needed one day and obviously took place in

such  a  way,  that  during  the  whole  journey  the  watershed  stayed  always  under  the  ark.  This

circumstance avoided a chaotic movement of Noah's ark during the journey. Whether the Indus

valley at Nanga Parbat has been breaked open before or after passing by the ark, has not yet been

clarified finally. Because of earth rotation the course Everest – Ararat is a curvation to the right

hand side. These considerations show by the inertia of the water, that the duration of a day has been

about constant during the whole great flood, thus not all physical riddles on the construction of the

earth can be solved finally (see Jeremia 31:37).

To the author science always is checking without knowing the result before. Therefore all interested

persons and also all critics be invited to check the connections without knowing the result before.

The character of such checks is, that also unexpected results can occur. 

For requests and suggestions the author is willingly at your disposal - if the Lord wants and we shall

live (see James 4:15).
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